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Abstract 

 In this paper, our research on speech 

classification using an image classification approach 

is discussed for the Myanmar language. We tested the 

method for Myanmar consonants, vowels, and words, 

on our recorded database of 22-consonant, 12-vowel, 

and 54-word sound classes, containing spectrograms 

of Myanmar speech. Because Myanmar language is 

tonal, the sounds are very similar for precise 

classification based on audio features, while the 

visual representations differ. Therefore, it is 

important to consider the visual representations of 

audio in classifying the Myanmar language. In this 

study, we treated Myanmar speeches with a 

convolutional neural network model (Inception-v3) to 

fit spectrogram images, performing transfer learning 

from pre-trained weights on ImageNet. Validation 

accuracies of 60.70%, 73.20%, and 94.60% were 

achieved for the consonant, vowel, and word-level 

classifications, respectively. In order to determine the 

retrained model performance, both closed and open 

testing were conducted. Although our experiment was 

distinct from other traditional audio classification 

methods, promising results were obtained for the first  

exploration of Myanmar speech classification using 

transfer learning for image classification. In fact, 

these experimental results were attained using 

Google’s Inception-v3 model, constructed with 

different image domains. Therefore, the research and 

results demonstrate that it is possible to perform 

Myanmar speech classification. 

1. Introduction 

In recent years, both audio and image 

classification have been increasingly developed in the 

research stage, following the inception of art ificial 

intelligence and deep learning. Moreover, numerous 

classification methods, such as the hidden Markov 

model (HMM), Gaussian mixture model, art ificial 

neural networks, and fuzzy logic, have been applied 

for speech classificat ion in previous researches. For 

example, Soe and Thein presented a syllable-based 

speech recognition system for the Myanmar language 

with an HMM [1]. Furthermore , Khaing investigated 

a Myanmar continuous speech recognition system 

using dynamic t ime warp ing and the HMM [2]. 

However, deep learning techniques usually require 

substantially more data and are more computationally  

expensive than traditional algorithms. 

Furthermore, several studies have been 

conducted on spectrogram-based audio classificat ion 

using neural network models [3, 4, 5] , and this has 

become a research interest in the audio classificat ion 

area. In fact, there are various means of representing 

audio, such as zero crossing statistics, fundamental 

frequency, spectral centroid, harmonicity, temporal 

envelope descriptions, chromagrams, and 

spectrograms [6]. Based on the literature studies, it 

was found that audio classification based on 

spectrogram images and using deep networks yields 

the highest accuracy rates.  

This paper presents the classification of 

Myanmar speech by using a convolutional neural 

network (CNN) model (Inception-v3) to fit  

spectrogram images, performing transfer learning for 

Myanmar speech classification in order to reduce 

development costs. No research has been conducted 

on classifying and recognising Myanmar sounds 

based on image classification. Our experiment is the 

first such system for the Myanmar language. We 

explored the Myanmar speech audio classification 

system by learning the nature and features of the 

spectrograms of each syllable and word sound, using 

the pre-trained Inception-v3 (CNN) model. 

The remainder of this  paper is organised as 

follows: Sect ion 2 describes the nature of the 
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Myanmar language. In section 3, we describe the 

methodology that we used for classificat ion of the 

Myanmar language. In section 4, we present details 

of the experimental setup. In section 5, we discuss the 

results obtained in detail; finally, section 6 concludes 

the paper. 

2. Nature of Myanmar Language  

2.1. Myanmar Language  

Myanmar language, also known as the 

Burmese language, is the Sino-Tibetan language 

spoken as an official language by approximately 33 

million people and as a second language by 10 

million people in Myanmar. Moreover, Myanmar is a 

tonal language, which  means that a syllable or word  

changes along the tone. The Myanmar script consists 

of 33 basic consonants, 12 vowels, 4 basic medials, 

and other symbols and special characters. However, 

only 23 distinct pronunciations  exist for consonants, 

and certain consonants share the same pronunciation 

in the Myanmar language. For example, “ဓ”, “ဍ”, 

and “ဎ” have the same pronunciation , “da.”. The 

Myanmar script is written from left to right. 

Conventionally, although sentences in the Myanmar 

script are delimited by sentence boundary markers, 

there are no white spaces between words , as in 

English. However, in model writ ing, spaces are used 

between words to provide readability. 

2.2. Myanmar Syllables  

The Myanmar script is generally syllab ic in  

nature, consisting of sequences of syllables. In the 

Myanmar language, the syllable is the s mallest 

linguistic unit, and it can generally be assumed that 

one word consists of one or more syllab les. 

Moreover, in  our experiment, because we aimed  to 

perform speech classification, it was desirable to test 

the effectiveness of the results obtained from 

experiments using transfer learning for image 

classification intended for syllables and words , rather 

than at the sentence level. Myanmar syllab les are 

composed of consonants and (zero or more) vowel 

combinations starting with a consonant. In general, at  

least one major syllable  must exist in  a Myanmar 

word. For example, in the word မိန ်းမ (mein : ma.), 

there are two syllab les. The first syllable is formed by 

the following combination: consonant မ (ma .) with 

dependent vowel ိ ိ (i), consonant န (na.), killer ိ  

(asat), and ိ်း (visarga). The second is a consonant မ 

(ma.) only. 

3. Methodology 

3.1. Inception-v3 

In Google, numerous neural network models  

have been made publicly available for use in  

TensorFlow [7]. In our experiment, Inception-v3 was 

used for the transfer learning. It was released as the 

2015 iteration o f Google’s Inception arch itecture for 

image recognition. Inception-v3, which is a CNN, 

was trained on more than one million images from 

the ImageNet database. The Inception-v3 model 

achieved 78.00% top-1 and 93.90% top-5 accuracy 

on the ImageNet  test dataset [8]. Moreover, the 

network is 48 layers deep and consists of two parts: 

(1) feature ext raction with a CNN, and (2) 

classification with fully connected and softmax 

layers. 

In the first part, the model extracts general 

features from the input images ; in the second part, it 

classifies these input images based on those features. 

Therefore, the first part  involves pre-processing only, 

and it is only necessary to train the second part. The 

architecture of Inception-v3 is exp lained in [9] and 

illustrated in Figure 1. 

3.2 Transfer Learning 

Transfer learning is a machine learning  

technique whereby the knowledge gained during 

training in one problem is used for training in 

another, similar type of problem. In transfer learning, 

the base network and task are trained on a base 

dataset, following which the learned features are 

repurposed on a target dataset and task. In  deep 

learning, the first several layers are trained to identify  

problem features. During transfer learning, the final 

layer can be replaced with the desired dataset. For 

our experiment, in which the problem was to classify 

Myanmar speech automatically, we needed to collect 

a large amount of labelled data for training the sound 

classification models for each consonant, vowel, and 

word. However, it is expensive and requires 

substantial time to obtain a trained model. In such 

cases, transfer learning can aid in training neural 

networks in considerably less time. In Figure 2, the 

architecture of the transfer learning for the Myanmar 

speech classification is explained. According to 

Figure 2, the Myanmar word “သရက သ ်း” was 
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recognised using transfer learning for image 

classification. 

4. Experimental Setup 

In this section, the details of the experimental 

setup for the Myanmar speech classificat ion are 

described. The experiment consisted of four main  

parts: data pre-processing, audio featuring, training, 

and testing.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Inception-v3 architecture [9] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Architecture of transfer learning for Myanmar speech classification 

 

4.1. Data Pre-processing 

For the 22 consonants and 12 vowels, we 

prepared audio files by recording 45 female and 37 

male speakers, including native speakers as well as 

other national ethnic races such as Kachin, Shan, and 

Rakhine, using a MacBook Air built-in microphone. 

For each consonant, there were approximately 200 

audio files, and 332 files for each vowel class. 

Moreover, it was observed that certain races cannot 

pronounce certain consonants correctly. For example, 

some “Shan” speakers cannot pronounce the 

consonant “သ” (tha.) correctly. Th is could cause 

certain effects when classifying the consonants. 

For the 54 words, audio files were prepared by  

recording four speakers, including one half-Chinese 

and three native speakers, using AirPods (wireless 

Bluetooth earbuds produced by Apple). There were 

60 audio files for each word class. 

The duration of each audio file  was  

approximately one second. All recorded audio files 

were down -sampled from a sampling rate of 44 kHz 

to 16 kHz with a mono channel. 

4.2. Audio Featuring 

Data representation is a crucial step in any 

learning process. In our experiment, the audio files 

were represented in the form of visual images 

Feature extraction part 

Classification part 

Convolution 
Avgpool 
Maxpool 
Concat 
Dropout 
Fully connected 

Softmax 
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(spectrograms). Although other visual forms of audio 

representation are availab le, we used the spectrogram 

because it can be used to identify spoken words 

phonetically. In  general, a spectrogram is a v isual 

representation of sound frequencies that is used in 

music, sonar, radar, and speech processing. 

Spectrograms can be created by an  optical 

spectrometer, band-pass filters, and Fourier 

transform. 

Here, the spectrograms of the audio files were 

extracted using the Sound eXchange (SoX, Swiss 

Army kn ife of sound processing programs) command 

line utility [10]. Several examples of the word  

spectrograms are presented in Figure 3. In the 

figure, the spectrograms of ဝက သ ်း (we' tha:) and 

ကကက သ ်း (kye' tha:) appear alike as they have a 

similar tone, and may be difficult to distinguish. 

4.3. Training 

In the training stage, we used Google’s pre-

trained CNN model (Inception-v3). The pre-trained 

model was loaded and a new classifier was trained on 

top for the sound spectrograms. The first step was to 

analyse all of the images, following which the 

bottleneck values for each image were calcu lated and 

saved to disk. During this stage, this penultimate 

layer was trained to output a set of values that was 

sufficient for the classifier. In our experiment, we ran  

20,000 t rain ing steps for the word-level classes’ and 

25,000 train ing steps for both the consonants and 

vowels. In each step, images were selected randomly  

from the training set, their bottlenecks were identified  

from the cache, and they were fed into the final layer 

to obtain the predictions. Thereafter, we compared  

the predictions against the actual labels to update the 

final layer weights through the back-propagation 

process. The training steps were based on the 

AudioNet open-source speaker-recognition 

experiment using the TensorFlow framework and 

Google’s Inception model [11]. 

4.4. Testing 

4.4.1. Experimental Setting for Consonants and 

Vowels 

In the testing stage, using the retrained model, 

we tested the classification of 22 Myanmar 

consonants and 12 vowels using both closed and 

open tests. In the closed testing, spectrograms from 

the dataset, recorded by mult iple speakers used in the 

training, were randomly selected. In the open testing, 

other spectrograms of different audio files were 

selected at random. We performed 20 classifications 

for each consonant class and 10 for each vowel class. 

4.4.2. Experimental Setting for Words 

For the word level, although the closed-test setup 

was similar to that of the consonants and vowels, the 

open testing was different. In open test, we selected 

spectrograms of other speaker audio  files in order to 

confirm the manner in which our experimental 

approach could perform correct classification in the 

case of using one speaker’s audio files for train ing 

and different speakers’ audio files for testing. For 

both tests, 10% of the data was used for testing. 

Therefore, we performed classification six t imes for 

each word class. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 (a) Spectrogram of “ကြြ်သ ား” (kye' tha:)  (b) Spectrogram of “ဝြ်သ ား” (we' tha:) 

Figure 3. Spectrograms of Myanmar words  
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5. Results and Discussion 

We achieved validation test classification accuracies 

of 60.70%, 73.20%, and 94.60% for the 22-

consonant, 12-vowel, and 54-word sound classes, 

respectively, when testing Myanmar speech 

classification using transfer learning for image 

classification.  

5.1. Consonant Classification 

For the consonant classificat ion, the validation 

test accuracy was 60.70%. In the closed test, the 

classification accuracy was approximately 38.18%. In  

contrast, according to the results, the accuracy was 

34.55% in the open test.  

In the closed testing, the class most correctly 

classified by our model was class 8, “ည/ဉ” (nya), at  

20 t imes, and the second was class 13, “ပ” (pa.), at  

18 times. Unfortunately, our model could  not classify 

class 10, “ထ/ ဌ” (hta.). 

In the open test, class 13, “ပ” (pa.) was  

classified the most correctly  in  our experiment, with 

19 out of 20 times, while the second was class 8 

“ည/ဉ” (nya), with 17 t imes . Furthermore, the classes 

that our model could not classify were class 4 “င”, 

class 10 “ထ/ ဌ” (hta.), and class 11 “ဍ/ဎ/ဒ/ဓ” (da.). 

Furthermore, we divided the consonants into 

five pairs, where syllables shared a similar tone 

within  each pair. The five pairs of Myanmar 

consonants are displayed in Table 1. 

A comparison of the classification accuracies  

for these five pairs in the closed and open testing is 

presented in Figure 4. According to Figure 4, it can 

be assumed that our model could classify pair 5 most 

correctly and pair 3 least correctly in both the closed 

and open testing. 

Table 1. Five pairs of similar Myanmar 

consonants  

Pair 

no. 

Class no. Myanmar consonants / 

IPA format 

1 1, 2, 3 က, ခ, ဂ /ဃ / k, kʰ, g 

2 5, 6, 7 စ, ဆ, ဇ /ဈ / s, sʰ, z 

3 9, 10, 11 တ/ ဋ, ထ/ ဌ, ဍ/ဎ/ဒ/ဓ / t, 

tʰ, d 

4 4, 8, 12 င, ည/ဉ, ဏ/န / ŋ, ɲ, n 

5 13, 14, 

15 

ပ, ဖ, ဗ/ဘ / p, pʰ, b 

  

 

Figure 4. Comparison of consonant classification 

accuracies for five pairs in closed and open tests 

 

Moreover, for these five consonant pairs, the 

classification results were presented as a confusion 

matrix in order to determine the performance, as 

illustrated in Figure 5. According to the confusion 

matrix for the results of each pair, the pair that the 

model could recognize most correctly was pair 5 (ပ, 

ဖ, ဗ/ဘ), with 19 times, one time , and 11 t imes in  the 

open test and 18 times, 3 t imes, and 12 times in  the 

closed test for each class , respectively. In contrast, 

the pair that our model classified incorrectly  

numerous times was pair 3 (တ/ ဋ, ထ/ ဌ, ဍ/ဎ/ဒ/ဓ). In 

the closed test, our model classified class  9 correctly  

only five times, and class 11 correctly once. 

However, our model could  not classify other classes 

within the third pair correctly, with the only 

exception being class  9. The second-best pair in both 

the open and closed test was pair 4 (င, ည/ဉ, ဏ/န). 

However, in the open test, it was classified  

incorrectly as other classes when classifying class 4. 
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Figure 5. (a) Confusion matrix for pa., hpa., and ba. pair in closed test; (b) confusion matrix for pa., hpa., 

and ba. pair in open test; (c) confusion matrix for nga., nya, and na. pair in closed test; (d) confusion 

matrix for nga., nya, na. pair in open test; (e) confusion matrix for ta., hta., and da. pair in closed test; 

and (f) confusion matrix for ta., hta., and da. pair in open test 

5.2. Vowel Classification 

In the vowel classification, the validation test 

accuracy was 73.20%. The list of 12 vowels that we 

classified is displayed in Tab le 2, with the class 

numbers and IPA formats. When our model was 

tested in the closed test, the overall classificat ion 

accuracy was approximately 61.67%, while in the 

open test, the accuracy was approximately 60.00%. 

 In the closed testing, our model could  

classify class 4 “အု” (u) and class 2 “အိ” (i) best, at 9 

out of 10 t imes. Conversely, our model could classify 

class 9 “အအ  ” (o), and class 5 “အူ” (ū) only once, and 

twice with relevance. 
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Table 2. List of vowels 

Class 

no. 

Vowels / 

IPA format 

Class 

no. 

Vowels / 

IPA format 

1 အ  / á 7 အဲ / ɛ̀ 

2 အိ / í 8 အအ ော့ / ɔ̀ 

3 အ  / i 9 အအ   / ɔ 

4 အု / ú 10 အံ / àN 

5 အူ / u 11 အ ်း / a 

6 အအ / e 12 အက  / ʔɛʔ 

 

In the open test, the classes that our model 

could classify completely  were class 4, “အု” (u), 

while class 11, “အ ်း” (a:) was  the second finest with 

9 t imes correct classification. The classes that our 

model classified least correctly in both tests were 

classes 5 and 9. 

In both tests, our model classified class 3 “အိ” 

(i) incorrectly many times when classifying the other 

vowels. Figure 6 presents a comparison of the 

classification accuracy results of the 12 vowels for 

both the closed and open testing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Comparison of vowel classification 

accuracies in closed and open test  

5.3. Word-level Classification 

In the word-level classification, we obtained a 

validation test accuracy of 94.60%. With our model, 

the test accuracy in the closed test was approximately  

81.80%, while we achieved only 31.17% in the open 

test. In this case, it is significant that a large 

difference value was obtained in the closed and open 

test accuracies (81.80% and 31.17%). The reason for 

this is that we used the spectrograms of one speaker’s 

audio files in the training, and selected spectrograms 

of different speakers’ audio files in the open testing. 

In both tests, our model classified classes 4, 

“စပျစ သ ်း” and 7, “ ကကက သ ်း” incorrectly  many t imes 

while classifying other word classes. 

According to the closed test results, the total 

number of classes that our model could classify 

perfectly was 22. However, our model classified class 

1, “ငကှ အပျ သ ်း” correctly only once, and classes 5, 

“သရက သ ်း” and 6, “သစ အတ  သ ်း” only twice. 

In terms of the open testing, the optimally  

classified class was class 4, “စပျစ သ ်း”. The second-

highest classified classes, with 4 t imes, were classes 

2, 10, and 14. Unfortunately, classes 17, 18, 24, 28, 

35, 41, 51, 53, and 54 could not be classified  

correctly by our trained model. 

Moreover, words in which syllables shared a 

similar tone were d ivided into six pairs. Table 3 

displays these six pairs of words that we classified. 

Moreover, Figure 7 p resents a comparison of the 

classification accuracies for these six pairs in both the 

closed and open testing. 

Table 3. Six pairs  of similar Myanmar words 

Pair 

no. 

Class no. Myanmar consonants / IPA 

format 

1 7, 8, 11 ကကက သ ်း, ဝက သ ်း,ချက ထ ်း 

/ tɕɛʔθá, wɛ́θá, tɕʰɛʔtʰá 

2 9, 10, 12 ဆတိ သ ်း, ဘသဲ ်း, အမဲသ ်း / 

sʰ̀eiˀ θá, b̀θá, am̀θá 

3 16, 17, 

18 

တို်းတို်း, ထို်းထို်း, ဒ ိ်ုးဒ ိ်ုး / tótó, 

tʰótʰó, dódó 

4 19, 20, 

21 

မ ်းခုိ်း, တ ်းတို်း, ထ ထို်း / míkʰó, 

tító, tʰìtʰó 

5 22, 23, 

24 

ဘ ပို်း, စ ပို်း, ဆ ထို်း / bìpó, 

sìpó, sʰìtʰó 

6 32, 34, 

36 

မမ, ဘဘ, ပပ / ma̰ma̰, ba̰ba̰, 

pa̰pa̰ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Comparison of word-level classification 

accuracy for six pairs in closed and open tests 
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Moreover, in order to examine the 

performance of our model, these six pairs were 

represented as confusion matrices, as illustrated in 

Figure 8. Based on the confusion matrix fo r each pair 

result, in the open test, the first (ကကက သ ်း, ဝက သ ်း, 

ချက ထ ်း) and second (ဆတိ သ ်း, ဘဲသ ်း, အမဲသ ်း ) pairs 

were the most correctly classified  pairs. The first pair 

was recognised correctly three times; twice and once 

as each word class , respectively, and classified  

incorrectly as other classes such as လိအမ္  သ ်း, စပျစ သ ်း, 

ဆတိ သ ်း , and within the pair. In pair 2, the numbers 

of times that our model classified each class correctly 

were 1, 4, and 1, respectively, and it  classified  these 

incorrectly as other classes within  the pair and as  

စပျစ သ ်း, ကကက သ ်း, and လိအမ္  သ ်း. 

However, in the closed testing, the second pair 

was the best recognised, with 6, 6, and 5 times, 

respectively, and it was classified incorrectly as စို်းမို်း 

once when classifying အမဲသ ်း. Furthermore, pair 1 

was the third-highest classified pair, with 6, 5, and 4 

times, respectively. Our model recognised incorrectly  

as another class (ဆတိ သ ်း), not included in this pair,  

once, while recognising ချက ထ ်း. 

6. Conclusion 

In this paper, the classification of Myanmar 

speech using transfer learning for image 

classification has been presented, achieving 

validation accuracies of 60.70%, 73.20%, and 

94.60% for the consonant, vowel, and word-level 

classifications, respectively.  

In the closed testing, we achieved  

classification accuracies of 38.18%, 61.67%, and 

81.80% with 34.55%, 60%, and 31.17% in the open 

testing for the consonant, vowel, and word sound 

classes, respectively.  

Based on the experiment, the method of audio 

classification with image classification is relevant to 

the classification of Myanmar speech, 
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Figure 8. (a) Confusion matrix for kye' tha:, we' tha:, and che' hta: pair in closed test; (b) confusion 

matrix for kye' tha:, we' tha:, and che' hta: pair in open test; (c) confusion matrix for hsei' tha:, be' tha:, 

and a- me' tha: pair in closed test; and (d) confusion matrix for hsei' tha:, be' tha:, and a- me' tha: pair in 

open test 

 

including consonants, vowels, and words. The 

results demonstrated that transfer learning can  

achieve classification when the number of classes is 

not high.  

In the future, we propose conducting further 

experiments using transfer learn ing with other freely  

available models, and comparing the results. 

Moreover, in order to use this approach in practical 
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applications, it is intended to conduct a further study 

concerned with the retrain ing part of the transfer 

learning. 
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